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Manifolds –
New Products
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Aluminium manifolds
Since the launch of the SERTO aluminium 
range last year, not on the radially mounted 
(and removable) compression ferrules are 
now made of this fascinating lightweight met-
al, but also customised products – primarily 
manifolds.

These manifolds are preferably manufac-
tured from thick walled tubes, however short 
lengths can also be produced as square or 
hexagonal sections. In contrast to our stain-
less steel or brass manifolds, aluminium rails 
have neither welded nor soldered connec-
tions, but rather only have screw connec-
tions. Because of this, all of the male con-
nectors which are available in the catalogue 
can be used. Also, unlike other aluminium 
which are available in the market, these can 
be used to connect both aluminium and plas-
tic tubes.

Our range
We produce manifolds in batches of one 
or more according to your specifications. 
Together with our wide range of unions, 
adaptors and valves, this results in a broad 
spectrum of possible combinations and uses.

Do you need other versions? Let us know 
your requirements: the length of the manifold 
and the number, size and spacing of the in- 
and outlets. 

We are looking forward to receiving your 
enquiry.

Manifolds are always individual items pro-
duced customized and order related. They 
are mainly used in pneumatic control sys-
tems and cooling circuits.

Tailor-made
Manifolds are mostly produced as round 
section tubes in brass, chemically nickel-plat-
ed brass, stainless steel and PVDF. To ensure 
rapid availability we keep blanks for stand-
ard manifolds in stock:

• brass tubes with internal diameters of 13, 
24 and 38 mm (for operating pressures 
up to 125, 100 and 64 bar) as well as

• four types of each inlets and outlets. 
Combinations and arrangements in four 
90° rows are possible.

Our pre-defined specifications include the 
spaces between the connections in steps of 
5 mm between 35 and 50 mm depending 
on the size. Attached parts can be chosen 
from our entire product range, whether un-
ions, adaptors, valves or ball valves, not only 
made of brass and stainless steel, but also 
of PVDF. Depending on your needs and the 
material used, we rely on the different pro-
duction processes such as soldering (also 
vacuum brazing), welding, screwing and 
bonding.

With SERTO, customers who use manifolds obtain everything 
from a single source. Connection options, attached parts, tubes 
and tube clamps. Our manifolds are exclusively customised 
versions in batches of one or more, made from brass, stainless 
steel, PVDF and now aluminium.

always tailor-made
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Using waste heat
Customer report

Under the leadership of IBM Research 
– Zurich and the Rapperswil Technical 
University, scientists from Empa, the  
ETA Zurich, the HEIG-VD and the PSI will 
cooperate with industrial partners up to 
2017 in research for a heat pump which  
is powered by waste heat.

The THRIVE project is being financed in 
the context of the national research  
programme «Energy Revolution» (NFP 70) 
of the Swiss National Fund (SNF).  
Further information about the NFP 70  
can be found under www.nfp70.ch.

SERTO unions in the adsorption  
heat pump - space saving thanks  
to radial assembly and removal
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to save electricity
Swiss scientists are working on research for a heat pump pow-
ered by waste heat. In comparison with present compression 
heat pumps this technology only uses a small amount of elec-
tricity and can also utilise previously unused industrial waste 
heat for efficient air conditioning of buildings.

Thermally powered adsorption heat pumps 
function in a similar manner: they can both 
heat and cool. The main difference is that in-
stead of a compressor, there is an adsorption 
heat exchanger, which uses heat at a temper-
ature of 60°C or above as its power, instead 
of electricity.  

Due to their low electricity consumption, in 
comparison with conventional heat pumps 
adsorption heat pumps achieve a far great-
er heating or cooling power in relation to the 
electrical power which is used. In addition, 
purified water can be used as the cooling me-
dium instead of less environmentally friendly 
cooling media. A further advantage of the 
technology is that renewable heat sources can 
be used, for example solar thermal systems, 
which typically generate temperatures of up 
to 90°C. 

Due to this use of heat, adsorption heat pumps 
are suitable for many interesting applications 
for which conventional heat pumps are unsuit-
able. For example, the waste heat from future 
actively cooled concentrated photovoltaic 
systems or hot-water cooled computing cen-
tres could be used to air condition offices and 
residential buildings. For the IBM researchers, 
THRIVE is the next step towards making this re-
ality. Computing centres could then practically 
be cooled with their own waste heat. 

Through our customers, the Institute for So-
lar Technology at the Rapperswil Technical 
University, SERTO will also cooperate in the 
implementation of this pioneering technology.

According to a study, about 50 % of the total 
energy consumption in Switzerland is used 
to generate heat*. At present, this energy re-
quirement is primarily supplied by fossil fuels. 
However, apart from a few exceptions, the 
waste heat which is produced escapes un-
used into the environment. 

Scientists in the «Thermally driven adsorption 
heat pumps for substitution of electricity and 
fossil fuels», or «THRIVE» project are carrying 
out research on innovative adsorption heat 
pumps. These are driven by heat instead of 
electricity. This reduces the load on the elec-
tricity grid and utilises the waste heat, e.g. 
from computing centres, factories, power sta-
tions or renewable energy sources such as so-
lar thermal, geothermal or biomass. «With the 
large scale use of adsorption heat pumps a 
theoretical reduction of the electricity require-
ment for heating and cooling of up to 65 % 
and a reduction of the consumption of fossil 
fuels of up to 18 % for heat generation would 
be possible by 2040», says Dr. Bruno Michel, 
Manager of the Advanced Micro Integration 
Group and one of the project managers at 
the IBM Research Centre in Rüschlikon. This 
would correspond to a saving of 1.8 million 
tons of CO2.

Conventional heat pumps utilise heat from the 
environment to evaporate a coolant. In an 
electrically powered compressor this vapour 
is compressed and thereby heated. In the 
downstream condenser the vapour is liquefied 
again and releases the heat into a heating 
circuit. In this way, heat can be used to air 
condition rooms and cold can be produced 
as in a refrigerator. 

* Figures from Swiss Federal Office of Energy
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SERTO production

CIP

Step-by-step implementation of an idea: 
without the funnel – mock-up – the finished, 
installed funnel
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The improvement process
Mr. Peter Saredi works with this equipment 
every day and thought about how the con-
struction could be adapted or modified. His 
idea was an attachable funnel. However, to 
check its suitability and use, we first made a 
cardboard model (mock-up). This model was 
tested during normal operation and within a 
very short time we found that the used pro-
jectiles were now only in the device and no 
longer next to it. After the successful test with 
the mock-up a drawing was made according 
to Mr. Saredi's specifications, the funnel was 
manufactured out of sheet metal and perma-
nently attached to the equipment. 

What has changed? 
1. The projectiles are caught by the funnel 

in a controlled manner. Mr. Saredi is 
pleased about the considerable reduc-
tion in cleaning effort.

2. Handling of short tubes is much better, 
as they do not have to be tediously po-
sitioned. Mr. Saredi can now hold these 
tube sections directly in his hand and 
clean them. 

3. A further side effect of this funnel, which 
cannot be underestimated, is the signifi-
cant reduction in the noise level.

The projectile firing device has now been 
in successful use with the new funnel since 
the beginning of the year. In this way, Mr. 
Saredi was able to significantly increase his 
productivity.

Since 2012 a CIP (Continuous Improvement 
Process) has been in use in the production 
departments of the SERTO AG. The CIP is a 
cornerstone of the SERTO quality philosophy 
and an essential component of ISO 9001. 
Our employees are our most important  
capital for this. They make suggestions how 
we, usually with simple modifications and 
adaptations, can make workplaces more 
pleasant and working conditions easier. 
The objective is that processes should run 
smoothly with fast throughput times and min-
imum fault rates.

The starting situation
In the Systems Production department in 
Frauenfeld, Switzerland, we produce cus-
tomised tubing systems. After cutting the 
tubes to length and deburring the cut edges, 
the insides of the tubes are cleaned with a 
projectile firing device. A plastic projectile, 
which looks very similar to an ear plug, is 
shot through the tube. We work with pro-
jectile diameters of 7 to 26 mm and tube 
lengths of up to 6 m. When the projectile 
emerges from the tube it is to be captured in 
a controlled manner. 

This is precisely where there was a need for 
improvement. The inlet of the catching device 
was rather impractical for our applications 
and did not catch the projectiles neatly. 
Often the pink- coloured projectiles flew 
through the air and accumulated around 
the workplace like over-ripe apples around 
a tree. Additionally the edges of the equip-
ment were too short to simply and safely  
position the tubes.

Who knows the procedures, actions, tools and equipment bet-
ter than the people who use them every day? This is the start-
ing point for the CIP – the Continual Improvement Process – as 
part of the quality assurance. With each individual employee. 
Their ideas are needed.

Passionate motivation
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SERTO Marketing

SERTO Catalogue V16
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With the logical sorting and new colours, we 
intend to make your search for the desired 
products easier.

Useful technical information
We also pay special attention to the addi-
tional technical information, which we regu-
larly critically question and update. 

• Application examples complete our prod-
uct tables; they show the use and possi-
ble combinations of the products. 

• The Technical Information (Section i) 
clearly illustrates the function of our un-
ions, and provides assembly instructions, 
tube recommendations with details of 
the ideal wall thicknesses for the use of 
SERTO unions, as well as the specified 
torques for our adaptor threads. What 
is important for use are the illustrations 
which show the relationships between 
the operating pressure, temperature and 
tube diameter.

• For queries with regard to chemical resist-
ance we recommend our detailed resist-
ance table in the appendix (Section a). 

Simply take a look at the SERTO catalogue 
for yourself. Order your personal copy via 
our website www.serto.com. We will be 
glad to send you one. The PDF version of our 
catalogue, which is available on our web-
site, is definitely lighter in weight. Use our 
Online Shop with daily updated data.

What is immediately obvious: In comparison 
with the previous version, the new SERTO 
catalogue V16 is much thicker. Why is this? 
Because our range has increased. 

A new section and an extended  
section
• As a new feature we have a small se-

lection of aluminium unions (Section 7) 
in the catalogue. They are all products 
which we have been able to use in initial 
projects. They are easy to recognise due 
to the blue anodised nut. 

• Due to increasing demands by custom-
ers we have extended the range of tube 
clamps (Section 20). We supply clamps 
up to 76 mm in size, both in polypropyl-
ene PP as well as in polyamide PA. We 
have added internal hexagon screws to 
our range of accessories.

The first pages of the catalogue show great 
changes: the table of contents for the total 
of 24 sections covers two pages and has a 
new colour code. The pages are numbered 
from 1 to 800.

Ranges in new sequence
• The ranges are logically grouped and 

sorted according to their importance: 
metal unions (Sections 1 – 8) come be-
fore plastic unions (Sections 9 and 10), 
followed by valves and quick disconnect 
couplings.

• There are separate sections for the metal 
and plastic versions for valves and quick 
disconnect couplings (Section 12  – 15)

• Our hose nipples, adaptors and manifolds  
can be found in three separate sections.

At intervals of approximately 2 years we print a new SERTO 
catalogue, which contains changes to the ranges, technical 
data, additional services and information which is relevant to 
use. Since the beginning of May we have been working with 
Version V16. This is a familiar SERTO catalogue – but one which 
is completely different.

with new structure
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SERTO Inside

Stamina is
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Angelo Leonforte 

SERTO AG Sales department –  
One marathon after another
Angelo Leonforte has been a member of the 
SERTO team for more than 10 years and 
takes care of the back office for Western and 
Southern Switzerland as well as for our sales 
company SERTO Italiana. He is also respon-
sible for all technical customer complaints 
and for technical advice to customers. His 
great technical know-how as well as his na-
tive Italian language help him to master the 
daily challenges in the day-to-day work in the 
back office.

Sport plays a great part in Mr. Leonforte's life. 
At lunchtime he jogs his 15 km route around 
Frauenfeld, visits the gym or goes swimming. 
For more than 10 years Mr Leonforte has tak-
en part in long distance runs: half-marathons 
with times around 1:40 hours, marathons in 
less than 4 hours, Fisherman's Friend Strong-
man Runs over the half-marathon distance 
with up to 40 obstacles, in which at the end 
the runners look as though they had taken 
a mud bath. His greatest experience was a 
100 km run three years ago in Biel, where 
the start was at 10 pm with a headlamp. Mr. 
Leonforte took about 12 hours to reach the 
finishing line. How do you motivate yourself 
for such a distance? «The first few kilometres 
are especially strenuous, up to the point at 
which your body starts to function automat-
ically.» Mr. Leonforte wants to experience 
his ultimate limits. Since training as a body-
guard in Israel, he teaches Krav Maga, an 
Israeli self-defence method. What is planned 
for 2016? Two half-marathons and two mar-
athons in autumn, one of which is the Jung- 
fraumarathon, with a total of 1,800 metres 
of altitude.

Werner Obkircher 

Key Account SERTO GmbH –  
has walked the Way of St. James 
several times
Mr. Obkircher started work with SERTO  
Jacob GmbH in Fuldabrück in the year 
2000. He started in the test laboratory and 
set up a functioning incoming goods inspec-
tion system. After eight months, Mr. Obkirch-
er transferred to the Technology department 
and also took over Quality Management. 
He is now Project Manager in the Key Ac-
count department. Mr. Obkircher is a tech-
nician with a great deal of practical expe-
rience, who is completely familiar with the 
production processes and can competently 
advice customers in all matters. At present, 
the qualified master craftsman is carrying out 
further training as a Technical Manager and 
also works as an examiner at the Chamber 
of Industry and Commerce (IHK) in Kassel.

In his private life, Mr. Obkircher likes na-
ture. For several years now, he has regularly 
walked the Way of St. James pilgrim route in 
Spain. On his walks he not only seeks to en-
joy nature, but also to find himself. Mr. Ob-
kircher always starts alone, in order to think 
about things in peace, meditate and take 
photographs. He is also glad of the many 
interesting meetings which are inevitable 
along the way. He has put his experiences in 
a book and in Internet forums**. Does it not 
get boring, spending part of his holidays in 
the same way in the same region every year? 
He shakes his head almost indignantly at my 
question: «Every year, my holidays are just 
as exciting as the very first time. I sharpen my 
view for details, for nature and the moods of 
other people. My family also benefits from 
this. I am tranquil and thankful when I return. 
I also look forward to next year.»

These two SERTO employees show determination and stami-
na, not only in their work, but also in their private lives: on 
the Way of St. James or in marathons. Endurance sports re-
quire self-discipline and help to free your mind from stressful 
thoughts. They also make you happy.

concentrated strength*

  * said the Scottish philoso-
pher and historian Thomas 
Carlyle

** «Pilgrims' voices: Erlebtes und 
Gefühltes auf dem Jakobsweg – 
Pilger berichten» (Experiences and 
emotions on the Way of St. James 
– pilgrims reports), Reichwein & 
Brücker and contributions under 
www.jakobus-peregrino.de
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Dear customers  
and business associates,

During a search for SERTO in Internet, 
one of our customers made an amaz-
ing discovery: Serto is the name of a 
style of writing. There are two version 
of Syrian writing, which originated from 
ancient Aramic writing: and Eastern 
and a Western writing style. The latter 
is known as Jacobite writing - or Serto. 
(In the German speaking area, people 
may still know the German calligraphic 
style - or the Sütterlin style of writing. 
These days the basic school writing 
style is taught, but who writes by hand 
these days anyway?)

Probable none of us has heard of Serto 
as a form of Syrian writing. If you want 
to try it, Arabic is written and read from 
right to left (www.sfarmele.de). This is 
what Serto writing looks like:

Hello 

               [shlomo]

How are you? 

                         [aykan ithayk]

Good bye 

                                 [fush bashlomo]

We are sure that you are more familiar 
with the other SERTO, namely us. Our 
products services and offers. In the last 
issue of Uptodate, we described these 
in great detail. In this issue we offer you 
something from each of these headings: 
new products, production, a customer ap-
plication and internal information.

So where does the name SERTO come 
from? It comes from the French «sertir» - 
to «press together, clamp». The ending 
«to» could be derived from the Greek 
«hermetos» for «closed, sealed». 
Clamped and sealed – as are our un-
ions, which were developed exactly 60 
years ago and patented under the name  
SERTO. A 60-year success story – if 
that is not a reason for celebration! 

Happy Reading.

Yours 

Umberto Dünki 
CEO SERTO AG

News

Masthead
Visual concept: Hochformat GmbH, Aadorf
Layout, Design, Editors: Alexandra Kuhn, Kathrin
Hellwig, Michael Busch

Contact Switzerland (Headquarters):
SERTO AG, CH-8500 Frauenfeld
info-ch@serto.com
www.serto.com

InnoTrans 2016 – The first railway exhibition for SERTO
From 20 to 23 September 2016, 
the InnoTrans, the main international 
exhibition for transport technology 
will be held in Berlin for the 11th 
time. Every two years, passenger and 
goods transportation suppliers and 
customers meet here. The main theme 
of the exhibition is railway technolo-
gy. In the outdoor area of the exhi-
bition, «railbound» vehicles, i.e. train-
sets, locomotives, goods vehicles and 
trams are on display. For this, 3,500 
metres of track were laid in 2014.

This year, the SERTO AG and EXMAR 
GmbH will be taking part in this ex-
hibition for the first time with a joint 
stand. The planning for our stand is in 
full swing; we intend to visualise our 
components in a railway carriage. 
This sound exciting and will be spec-
tacular. Why not come along – we 
will be very pleased to meet you. You 
can find all of the details, including 
our stand number, on our website.

PVDF coupling «Plus» 
On page 615 of the SERTO cata-
logue V16 we present the new PVDF 
coupling «Plus». This screw coupling 
is developed for maximum safety 
and the highest flow rates. The safety 
clamp prevents the lock nut from be-
ing accidentally released. 
Coupler and nipple, each with SER-
TO connection and valve in the con-
nection size 12/9 (outside diameter 
12 mm, inside diameter 9 mm), have 
been tried and tested in customers' 
project and are now on sale. You can 
obtain information about these from 
our catalogue or on our website  
www.serto.com.

SERTO Italiana sponsors  
minibus
Our subsidiary SERTO Italiana S.r.l. 
in Sesto San Giovanni has contrib-
uted to the «Guaranteed Mobility» 
project. The municipality with a popu-
lation of 80,000 provides a specially 
equipped minibus for this purpose, in 
order to transport handicapped or 
other needy people to the hospital, 
rehabilitation centre or doctor free of 
charge. The costs for this are paid by 
local companies. SERTO Italiana is 
pleased that it can make such a contri-
bution to the community. At the end of 
March the minibus was presented to 
the sponsors and Berry Donkersloot, 
the Branch Manager of SERTO Italia-
na received a participation certificate 
from the mayoress of the town of Ses-
to San Giovanni, Mrs. Monica Chittò.

 

  

 

  

 

  


